Summer Nights Coloring Book: Originally Published In Sweden As "Sommarnatt" (Daydream Coloring Series)
Synopsis

This new volume of the bestselling Hanna Karlzon’s artwork has 96 pages filled with starry nights, fanciful gardens, underwater creatures, fantastic portraits, and more. Linger over long Scandinavian evenings, and watch the stars appear in the latest whimsical world of Hanna Karlzon’s creating, Summer Nights. New and old adherents to the coloring phenomenon will fall in love Summer Nights Coloring Book. Stirred by the nature that surrounds her in her native northern Sweden, Hanna Karlzon finds inspiration from her mother’s garden and childhood memories, playing in the forest or in fields of flowers. Her dreamlike elements of a Swedish summer night will win anyone’s heart.
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Customer Reviews

In case you didn’t know, Summer Nights by Swedish artist Hanna Karlzon was first published as Sommarnatt in April 2016 by Swedish publisher Pagina Förlag. It was majorly exciting news when, in February 2016, Hanna Karlzon announced that US publisher Gibbs-Smith got reprinting rights for all her books especially since Sommarnatt had yet to be published in Sweden! Sometimes when a publisher gets reprinting rights the quality is just not the same as the original. But that is most definitely not the case here. I am very happy to report that US publisher Gibbs-Smith has created an exact replica of the Swedish edition of Sommarnatt. The English edition has a pale pink hardcover with a cloth spine and stunning gold foiling accents on the front and back covers and spine. And the paper is the same too Gibbs-Smith sourced the paper (Munken Pure 160 gsm) from the same paper mill that Pagina Förlag uses! Now, let’s talk about the inside of Summer Nights.
Hanna’s art is beautiful and the imagery has such a magical fantasy vibe – it’s like a glimpse into another world. There’s secret doors and keys, decorated and bejeweled insects, exotic night-blooming flowers dripping with jewels, sprawling houses with turrets, handsome owls, sweet mice, star-speckled mushrooms, homes rising up from the backs of frogs and cats, squirrels with bushy tails made of flowers, birds carrying jewels in their talons, animals wearing crowns, jellyfish swimming in a sea of stars, seabeds covered with jewels, beautiful women, and so much more. In Hannah’s very first coloring book, Dagdrömmar (Day Dreams), there were a few pages where colorists were instructed to add their own designs to the page. There are no pages like that in Summer Nights – every single page is a coloring page.
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